


KJV Bible Word Studies for RAINBOW



Bible Greek and Hebrew Dictionaries combined for Word Studies

rainbow 2463 # iris {ee'-ris}; perhaps from 2046 (as a symbol of the female messenger of the pagan deities); 
a rainbow ("iris"): -- {rainbow}. 



Hebrew and Greek Strong's Dictionary with all the definitions plus 
combined with every place that word is used in the definitions.

Complete index of every word used in both the Hebrew and Greek 
Strong's Dictionary in English Word order.

rainbow 2463 - iris {ee'-ris}; perhaps from 2046 (as a symbol of the female messenger of the pagan deities); 
a rainbow ( " iris " ): -- {rainbow}. 

rainbow 2463 - iris {ee'-ris}; perhaps from 2046 (as a symbol of the female messenger of the pagan deities); 
a {rainbow} ( " iris " ): -- rainbow. 



Greek Strong's Dictionary with all the Synonyms inserted into the 
definitions.

2463 + and a rainbow + and there was a rainbow +/ . iris {ee'-ris}; perhaps from 2046 + say + said + I say + 
spake + and say + may say + will say + he spake + they said + have said + as he said + And I said + I will say
+ And he said + he will say + I will tell + I have told + shall speak + shall we say + For he spake + shall he 
say + and will say + man will say + shall ye say + Thou wilt say + wilt thou say + as it is said + And I will say
+ in that saidst + wise will tell + as he had said + for I will say + ye have spoken + shall they say + they shall 
say + that it was said + And ye shall say + But he shall say + for he hath said + seed ye shall say + will they 
not say + It hath been said + but I have called + me and I will tell + And they shall say + unto him It is said 
+ Thou shalt not speak + to that which is said + unto you ye shall say + that it hath been said + And will not 
rather say + to that which was spoken + is that which was spoken + upon you which is spoken +/ (as a 
symbol of the female messenger of the pagan deities); a rainbow ("iris"): --rainbow . 



Root Words and their word stems. This helps you see all related words 
in the English.

2 - rainbow 



English Theasurus that shows all the ways the English word is 
translated from the original Greek and Hebrew.

rainbow 2463 ** iris ** {rainbow}.



Greek Cross References that shows all the ways the Greek is translated 
from the English word.

rainbow 2463 iris * {rainbow} , {2463 iris } ,



English to Hebrew and Greek Thesaurus

The - is marking the Old Testament words. The * is marking the New Testament Words. 
English list of words is 15,684 * Hebrew Numbers refered to 8,674 * Greek Numbers refered
to 5,624 * Unique English words in N.T. 5,437 * Unique English words in O.T. 10,254

* rainbow , 2463 ,



English Synonyms with Greek Strong's Number.

rainbow - 2463 {rainbow},
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English Concordance to the KJV Bible.

rainbow , REV_04_03 , REV_10_01 ,
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One Word English Phrase Index to the KJV Bible.

rainbow Rev_04_03 # And he that sat was to look upon like a jasper and a sardine stone: and [there was] a 
rainbow round about the throne, in sight like unto an emerald.

rainbow Rev_10_01 # And I saw another mighty angel come down from heaven, clothed with a cloud: and a
rainbow [was] upon his head, and his face [was] as it were the sun, and his feet as pillars of fire:



Three Word English Phrase Index to the KJV Bible.

rainbow round about Rev_04_03 # And he that sat was to look upon like a jasper and a sardine stone: and 
[there was] a rainbow round about the throne, in sight like unto an emerald.

rainbow was upon Rev_10_01 # And I saw another mighty angel come down from heaven, clothed with a 
cloud: and a rainbow [was] upon his head, and his face [was] as it were the sun, and his feet as pillars of 
fire:



Bible Phrases for Individual word studies

rainbow round about Rev_04_03 





Bible Quick Find Phrase Concordance for fast finding of phrases

rainbow ^ Rev_04_03 / rainbow /^round about the throne, in sight like unto an emerald. 

rainbow ^ Rev_10_01 / rainbow /^was] upon his head, and his face [was] as it were the sun, and his feet as 
pillars of fire: 



Bible Translation Phrases for Individual word studies

rainbow ......... and a rainbow 2463 -iris-> 

rainbow ......... and there was a rainbow 2463 -iris-> 



Bible Word Index with the full text of each verse

rainbow Rev_04_03 And he that sat was to look upon like a jasper and a sardine stone: and [there was] a 
{rainbow} round about the throne, in sight like unto an emerald. 

rainbow Rev_10_01 And I saw another mighty angel come down from heaven, clothed with a cloud: and a 
{rainbow} [was] upon his head, and his face [was] as it were the sun, and his feet as pillars of fire: 



Bible Word Index with Strong's Number with the full text of each verse

rainbow ^ Rev_04_03 And <2532> he that sat <2521> (5740) was <2258> (5713) to look upon <3706> like 
<3664> a jasper <2393> and <2532> a sardine <4555> stone <3037>: and <2532> there was a {rainbow} 
<2463> round about <2943> the throne <2362>, in sight <3706> like <3664> unto an emerald <4664>. 

rainbow ^ Rev_10_01 And <2532> I saw <1492> (5627) another <0243> mighty <2478> angel <0032> come 
down <2597> (5723) from <1537> heaven <3772>, clothed <4016> (5772) with a cloud <3507>: and <2532> 
a {rainbow} <2463> was upon <1909> his <0846> head <2776>, and <2532> his <0846> face <4383> was as 
it were <5613> the sun <2246>, and <2532> his <0846> feet <4228> as <5613> pillars <4769> of fire 
<4442>: 



eBibleSoftware Engineering

Web Suite of Bible Study Tools

Explore all the new ways to study and using

these tools to strengthen your Walk with God

Return to the eBibleSoftware Home Web Site

Bible Word Index with Strong's Number

Language Tranliteration of original language words

rainbow Rev_04_03 And he that sat (2521 -kathemai -) was to look (3706 -horasis -) upon like (3664 -homoios -) a jasper (2393 -iaspis -) and a sardine (4555 -sardinos -) stone (3037 -lithos -):and [ there was ] a {rainbow} 
(2463 -iris -) round (2943 -kuklothen -) about (2943 -kuklothen -) the throne (2362 -thronos -) , in sight (3706 -horasis -) like (3664 -homoios -) unto an emerald (4664 -smaragdinos -) . 

rainbow Rev_10_01 . And I saw (1492 -eido -) another (0243 -allos -) mighty (2478 -ischuros -) angel (0032 -aggelos -) come (2597 -katabaino -) down (2597 -katabaino -) from heaven (3772 -ouranos -) , clothed (4016 -
periballo -) with a cloud (3507 -nephele -):and a {rainbow} (2463 -iris -) [ was ] upon his head (2776 -kephale -) , and his face (4383 -prosopon -) [ was ] as it were the sun (2246 -helios -) , and his feet (4228 -pous -) as pillars 
(4769 -stulos -) of fire (4442 -pur -) : 
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rainbow , RE , 4:3 , RE , 10:1 rainbow 2463 # iris {ee'-ris}; perhaps from 2046 (as a symbol of the female 
messenger of the pagan deities); a rainbow ("iris"): -- {rainbow}.[ql rainbow Interlinear Index Study rainbow 
REV 004 003 And he that sat <2521 -kathemai -> was to look <3706 -horasis -> upon like <3664 -homoios -> a 
jasper <2393 -iaspis -> and a sardine <4555 -sardinos -> stone <3037 - lithos -> : and [ there was ] a {rainbow} 
<2463 -iris -> round <2943 -kuklothen -> about <2943 -kuklothen -> the throne <2362 - thronos -> , in sight 
<3706 -horasis -> like <3664 -homoios -> unto an emerald <4664 -smaragdinos -> . rainbow REV 010 001 . And 
I saw <1492 -eido -> another <0243 - allos -> mighty <2478 -ischuros -> angel <0032 -aggelos -> come <2597 -
katabaino -> down <2597 -katabaino -> from heaven <3772 - ouranos -> , clothed <4016 -periballo -> with a 
cloud <3507 - nephele -> : and a {rainbow} <2463 -iris -> [ was ] upon his head <2776 -kephale -> , and his face 
<4383 -prosopon -> [ was ] as it were the sun <2246 -helios -> , and his feet <4228 -pous - > as pillars <4769 -
stulos -> of fire <4442 -pur -> : rainbow round about * rainbow , 2463 , * rainbow , 2463 iris , rainbow -2463 
{rainbow}, rainbow 2463 ** iris ** {rainbow}. rainbow ......... and a rainbow 2463 -iris-> rainbow ......... and 
there was a rainbow 2463 -iris-> rainbow 2463 # iris {ee'-ris}; perhaps from 2046 (as a symbol of the female 
messenger of the pagan deities); a rainbow ("iris"): -- {rainbow}.[ql rainbow 004 003 Rev /${rainbow /round 
about the throne , in sight like unto an emerald . rainbow 010 001 Rev /${rainbow /was upon his head , and his 
face was as it were the sun , and his feet as pillars of fire : rainbow 2 - rainbow And he that sat was to look upon 
like a jasper and a sardine stone: and there was] a {rainbow} round about the throne, in sight like unto an emerald.
rainbow And I saw another mighty angel come down from heaven, clothed with a cloud: and a {rainbow} was] 
upon his head, and his face was] as it were the sun, and his feet as pillars of fire: 



rainbow , RE , 4:3 , RE , 10:1



rainbow 2463 # iris {ee'-ris}; perhaps from 2046 (as a symbol of the female messenger of the pagan deities); a 
rainbow ("iris"): -- {rainbow}.[ql



* rainbow , 2463 iris ,



rainbow -2463 {rainbow},





rainbow 2463 ** iris ** {rainbow}.





rainbow ......... and a rainbow 2463 -iris-> rainbow ......... and there was a rainbow 2463 -iris->



rainbow 2463 # iris {ee'-ris}; perhaps from 2046 (as a symbol of the female messenger of the pagan deities); a 
rainbow ("iris"): - - {rainbow}.[ql
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rainbow Interlinear Index Study rainbow REV 004 003 And he that sat <2521 -kathemai -> was to look <3706 -
horasis -> upon like <3664 -homoios -> a jasper <2393 -iaspis -> and a sardine <4555 -sardinos -> stone <3037 - 
lithos -> : and [ there was ] a {rainbow} <2463 -iris -> round <2943 -kuklothen -> about <2943 -kuklothen -> the 
throne <2362 - thronos -> , in sight <3706 -horasis -> like <3664 -homoios -> unto an emerald <4664 -
smaragdinos -> . rainbow REV 010 001 . And I saw <1492 -eido -> another <0243 - allos -> mighty <2478 -
ischuros -> angel <0032 -aggelos -> come <2597 -katabaino -> down <2597 -katabaino -> from heaven <3772 - 
ouranos -> , clothed <4016 -periballo -> with a cloud <3507 - nephele -> : and a {rainbow} <2463 -iris -> [ was ] 
upon his head <2776 -kephale -> , and his face <4383 -prosopon -> [ was ] as it were the sun <2246 -helios -> , 
and his feet <4228 -pous - > as pillars <4769 -stulos -> of fire <4442 -pur -> :



rainbow round about 



rainbow Rev_04_03 /${rainbow /round about the throne , in sight like unto an emerald . rainbow Rev_10_01 
/${rainbow /was upon his head , and his face was as it were the sun , and his feet as pillars of fire :



rainbow 2 -



* rainbow , 2463 , 



rainbow And he that sat was to look upon like a jasper and a sardine stone: and there was] a {rainbow} round 
about the throne, in sight like unto an emerald. rainbow And I saw another mighty angel come down from heaven,
clothed with a cloud: and a {rainbow} was] upon his head, and his face was] as it were the sun, and his feet as 
pillars of fire:
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